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Objectives

1. Overview

2. Requirements and solutions

3. Demo



Requirements

requirements concerning to groups/teams:

 Create groups as to specific parameters of the students

 Force groups to have students from several institutes 

 Let students choose their partners to the group

 Let students in a group collaborate their materials  so each 
team has a closed separate co-creation  ‘work environment’:

 For: Brainstorming e.g.: Forum, chats….

 Voting for ideas

 Create files together e.g.:  Wiki, Google Docs

 Repository, Gallery

 Teachers can watch what is happening in each group



Recommended solutions

Most of the requirements can be fulfilled by choosing the 

right way of using groups:

 In2it platform supports student-led activities and 

collaboration, especially in combination with using groups:

 Use one course to teach in multiple course sections. Each 

section can be engaged to different group.

 Filter the assignment submissions, media collection, gallery, 

wiki or other activities for a particular section of students

 each team can have closed separate co-creation  ‘work 

environment’



Starting point

 In order to gain the advantages from using groups 

you need:

1. Decide what and why you need groups in your course

2. Decide on the way you want the groups will be established: 

random, filtered, forced…

3. Create groups before you start to place the course activities 

in the platform: decide on the number of groups you need 

and create them with one member

4. Start to design your course platform as to the groups



Creating the groups

 How to create your groups:

1. If there is a need that the students will choose their partners:

 They can introduce themselves in DB or profile tool

 Then you can use a g-doc or DB for sign to groups

 Import the groups to In2It from excel (csv)

2. You can use the auto creation of the platform

3. You can create the groups manually or through excel

4. All of this must be done after the students were engaged 

with the course (at first you create dummy groups)



Section for each group



Tools for each group
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